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THE DANUBE IN SERBIA / THE GIANT THAT AWAKENS
The Danube is, after the Volga, the second longest and richest in water river in Europe.
Throughout history, it has been the lifeblood which divided two great empires, and today it
is the most beautiful and naturally endowed bridge that connects countries and peoples.

However, it was not the Romans who first discovered the Danube treasury. Numerous sites
of Vinca culture, which flourished from VI to III millennium BC, inscribe our Danube shores
on the pages of world history about the oldest developed cultures and civilisations.

This magnificent river springs at the foot of the Black Forest, from where it flows east and
after almost 3,000 kilometres it creates a delta in Romania and Ukraine, which thanks to its
beauty is on UNESCO World Heritage list! During its eternal journey, the Danube enriches
ten countries with its flow, and as many as four capitals are comfortably situated on its
shores – Budapest, Vienna, Bratislava and, of course, our beautiful Belgrade!

The Greeks also left a mark on the Danube shores, and many eastern nations used exactly
its valleys as a gate to enter European soil. Among them are Vandals, Visigoths, Huns, Avars
and Slavs.

The name of this longest river in the European Union originates from the Latin language
– the name is derived from the word Danubius, which was the name of the ancient Roman
river god.
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The Danube was of exceptional, sometimes crucial importance during the Turkish conquest of
Southeastern Europe – army, equipment and supplies were transported by this mighty river.
Today, sailing through its valley in Serbia, the remains of as many as seven fortresses can be
seen!

From time immemorial, the Romans celebrated this god, who was usually portrayed as a
strong man with long, wavy hair and beard. They accorded him the qualities that match the
nature of a great force such as the powerful river, so that he is unpredictable, sometimes
harsh and fast, but when he calms down – he is extremely generous and is not stingy when it
comes to boons with which he showers people.

The Danube, that beautiful force, was also the inspiration for art.

It was exactly because of the great respect that they had for this god that the Romans
worshipped him by making fantastic buildings and bridges on his shores – in order to make
him as accessible and affectionate as possible.

The Danube allocated to Serbia as many as 588 kilometres. Not caring for historical and
geopolitical circumstances, it flowed relentlessly and patiently. Today it is the time to
awaken this sleeping giant and to revive its shores again.

In a very short time, wild Balkan shores of the Danube have become the favourite
destination for rest and healing of wealthy Romans. We are left with memories of that
wealthy time – many historical stories and archaeological remains. It is exactly this blend
of natural beauty and force of this river, along with the legends and material remains of
various cultures that makes the Danube an extremely attractive destination for all those to
whom the powerful flow of this river evokes the desire for adventure, art, studying history
and enjoying nature as well as being in harmony with it.

Аnd god Danubius will reciprocate by revealing a whole new world to us. The world in which
history is intertwined with stunning natural beauty, as well as the whisper and song of
magical river fairies.

The most famous piece of music about it is certainly the famous Viennese waltz On the
Beautiful Blue Danube, which was created during Strauss’s voyage on this mighty river.
Rivers of ink have always flowed on the paper as well, since the Danube was the subject of
poems and stories by ancient Ovid up to Esterhazi.

The Danube awakens and spreads its arms.
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AWAKEN THE DANUBE

The Port Governance Agency of the Republic of Serbia, in cooperation with UN
Development Programme (UNDP) started in 2017 the project under the prominent name –
Awake the Danube, which reflects the firm intention of its creators.
The idea and goal of the project are strictly focused on the quality and safe development of
domestic scheduled service and cruising on international passenger terminals on the Danube.
In other words, let us be the Danube and its shores and generously share it with all lovers
of natural wonders intertwined with rich history.
Formally, the project’s ambition is to support the promotion of nautical transport and
tourism of the Upper and Lower Danube Region of Serbia, connecting all most significant
towns into unique whole, as well as to contribute to the development of towns of this
region which will be inscribed on the tourist map of Europe.
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The first phase of the project, in which we awakened the shores in Smederevo, Donji Milanovac,
Kladovo, Golubac and Veliko Gradiste – was successfully finished and it gave us the wind in the
back for the second phase. During the project activities, international passenger terminals were
opened in Smederevo, Kladovo and Gloubac. The plan of the Agency is to, in the coming period,
open the international passenger terminal in Veliko Gradiste as well, i.e. in Ram.
In 2019, the Port Governance Agency continues to work independently on the project, the
goal of which is to restore the splendour of the Danube coast and its potentials in five more
towns of the Upper and Middle Danube Region, which are the following: Novi Sad, Zemun,
Sremski Karlovci, Banostor and Apatin.
The goal is for all future tourists who choose to sail the Danube to make that trip extremely
comfortable, and the set of sites and activities in the towns lying on the bank of this
magnificent river accessible and numerous. In this manner we emphasize the unbreakable
connection between towns and the Danube and increase their further potential.

2015

2016

2017

2018

NUMBER OF PORT CALLS

903

NUMBER OF PORT CALLS

114.932

EMBARKED/DISEMBARKED PASSENGERS

996

NUMBER OF PORT CALLS

EMBARKED/DISEMBARKED PASSENGERS

955

NUMBER OF PORT CALLS

119.125

EMBARKED/DISEMBARKED PASSENGERS

131.780

EMBARKED/DISEMBARKED PASSENGERS

157.901

Donji Milanovac

Golubac

1.150

During 2019, as many as 1,539 port calls and 208,644 tourists were registered.

Belgrade

753

NOVI SAD

429

249

95
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NOVI SAD / THE ANCIENT FRIENDSHIP OF WILD AND TAME, THE PLAIN AND HILL

I was once asked why I was so in love, like a schoolboy, with Novi Sad. I did not know the answer.
Because the love for your dearest town is like the love for your dearest woman: we can never be
able to explain either to ourselves or to others what has bound us so…
Miroslav Antic, poet
Novi Sad is considered to be one of the most tame and most elegant cities in Serbia. It is
the second largest in population, and is situated on the border of Backa and Srem, on the
rivers Danube, Tisza and Sava.This peaceful but historically rich town is with one foot in the
Pannonian Plane, while the other has stepped toward the northern slopes of Fruska Gora.
It is perhaps exactly because of such an unusual position that contradiction flourished in
this city. If you are looking for a peaceful holiday while walking through a quiet city and the
tranquillity of nature and its rivers – Novi Sad is ideal for it. And if you are looking for good live
music, nightlife and enjoying the most imaginative specialties in which many cultures merge –
Novi Sad is again an ideal destination.
Except on the Danube, which has cut out the map of Novi Sad and represents its lifeblood –
the very heart of this city is situated on the so-called Petrovaradin Rock, which is the witness
of the change of many peoples.
Man discovered this area back in Palaeolithic, when he lived in numerous caves of this rock.
The continuity of its settlement can be traced through stone, copper and iron age as well.
Various peoples lived on this area, there were Celts, who were the first to build a small fort
on the top of Petrovaradin Rock, there were Romans, to whom we owe the foundation of
Petrovaradin Fortress, in their time built on the Danube, the limes (frontier of the Roman
Empire), there were Huns, Ostrogoths, Gepids and Langobards. In the VI century, the fortress
destroyed by belligerent Huns was finally rebuilt by the Byzantines and named Petrikon. Avars
and Franks then passed through this space, and then the Slavs entered the scene.
Тhe Bulgarians were defeated by Byzantium, Byzantium by Hungarians, and at the end of
the XII century this territory became a part of the medieval Kingdom of Hungary. We all
know what happened next. In the XVI and XVII centuries the Turks arrived, completing with
the Christian East and Christian West the triangle of encounter of three civilisations – which
marked this territory.

Petrovaradin Fortress
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But enough with history. Let us see what makes Novi Sad an unavoidable destination for
every traveller who comes close to it.
For starters, if you are young or just love music, the famous and great summer music festival
EXIT found its home back in 2000 on Petrovaradin Fortress, the place where it all began. For
being proclaimed one of the best European festivals, it can thank the tolerant, cheerful and
peaceful nature of the inhabitants of Novi Sad, who are all totally in love with their city. It is no
wonder that almost no musician declines the invitation to perform on the beautiful fortress
rising above the Danube.
If history and art are the most important to you when you want to know a city, in Novi Sad you
will not be denied that. In addition to many galleries, the museum of Vojvodina and the city of
Novi Sad, there is also the Museum of Contemporary Art, which, after decades of wandering,
with its rich collection, has settled in the very interesting former building of the Museum of
Socialist Revolution.
And maybe you belong to the kind of people who cannot do without nature? As such, as well,
you will not leave Novi Sad without a handful of impressions. At the very exit of the city rises
Fruska gora, gentle and rich. In it you can find as many as 17 Orthodox monasteries, the oldest
dating back to the XV century!
However, we know what no visitor, no matter what his preferences are, in Novi Sad can resist.
You can guess, those are the gastronomic delights of the cuisine of Novi Sad, which is actually
the fusion of various culinary cultures on one menu. Numerous typical and ancient farms
(estates) in the north of the city, in vast plains, will make it difficult for you to make a choice:
ferret-stew, Hungarian stew, rinflaish or any other wonder of gastronomy. It is not easier to
choose the dessert either: zerbo macaroons, kitnikez or gomboce (plum dumplings) as once in
Pest. For those who are more curious about what swims in the Danube, we recommend outof-town inns where they can find roast pike perch, drunken carp or master fish stew. However,
the timeless favourite is certainly the noodles with poppy about which Djordje Balasevic, born
and raised in Novi Sad, sang in one of his songs!
Of course, rarely any of the aforementioned dishes is served without live music of the famous
Vojvodina tamburitza players. It just does not work. Some say that the sound of tamburitza is
a secret ingredient of the cuisine of Vojvodina. We would not be surprised to find that this is
indeed the case.

By the way, Petrovaradin was the centre of urban life from prehistory to the XVII century!
With the founding of the town of Racka, the centre of local urban life shifted spontaneously
to the Backa bank of the Danube in the XVIII century. The original names of Novi Sad were the
town of Racka (Ratzen Stadt, Ratzenstatt) and Petrovaradin trench (Peterwardeiner Schantz),
while the name Novi Sad (Neoplanta, Neusatz, Újvidék) dates from the year 1748.

Once you have satisfied your palates and ears, it is time to take a walk down Danube Street,
the oldest in Novi Sad. Along the way, you can visit Danube Park, take a stroll along the large
beach Strand, while the braver ones can embark on an adventure of exploring the Petrovaradin
catacombs. On your way, whether you want it or not, you will encounter the beautiful cathedral
from the XIX century in neo-Gothic style – the Church of the Name of Mary.

Although founded in 1694, Novi Sad as we know it today has borne the title of Serbian Athens,
i.e. the centre of our culture. Today it is one of the industrial and financial centres, university
city and cultural, scientific, health, political and administrative centre of the Autonomous
Province of Vojvodina.

Whatever you choose, be sure to get to know the spirit of the residents of this city.
Everywhere, the kind residents of Novi Sad will enchant you with their old-fashioned manners,
the peace of the plain and their innate kindness. Even if you always know in which direction
you should go, still stop some passer-by and ask for directions because you are supposed to be
lost, simply to feel that famous charm of Novi Sad.

In Novi Sad, in addition to Serbian, Hungarian, Slovak and Rusyn languages are in official use. It
is exactly this richness and diversity of cultures which distinguished Novi Sad that can confuse
visitors – because in entire Serbia you cannot find a more peaceful and more interesting place
than Novi Sad.
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SREMSKI KARLOVCI / THE TOWN IN WHICH WINE LIVES

Vineyards, farewell, graceful ones,
Farewell, grapes – I will not pick you!
Ао, harvest, I grieve for you cursed one!
What is more beautiful in this world than you?
The one who has never seen you,
The poor man, what has he seen?
Branko Radicevic, Students’ Parting (Djacki rastanak)
We hope you are a wine lover, because when you set foot in Sremski Karlovci, you have
actually stepped onto the ground of wine Eldorado. In support of the fact that wine cheers
the soul and mind stands the fact that Karlovci is also the centre of culture and spirituality
and not just a paradise for wine lovers.
Sremski Karlovci are scattered among the slopes of the green and always young Fruska Gora
and the blue, mighty Danube. In this town there is a rich treasury of Serbian culture and
history – because after the First Great Migration of Serbs in 1690 it was exactly this town
that became the heir to the Patriarchate of Pec.
Тhe main town square is still dominated by the great Patriarchal Palace, which today houses
the centre of the Diocese of Srem. In this magnificent building one can see the beautifully
preserved iconostasis of famous Serbian artists Teodor Kracun and Uros Predic.
Built on the land with which grapes are in love and from which requited love it flourishes
with sweetness, Sremski Karlovci has always been known as a vineyard town. Throughout
history, various peoples have changed and each of them left its part in the cultural stamp of
the city – from the Romans to the Turks.
Beautiful Karlovci also earned their great place in history by the so-called Karlovac Peace,
a charter signed at the congress which was held in this town from 16 November 1698 to 26
February 1699. This document put an end to hostility between the Ottoman Empire and the
Holy League (coalition of Austria, Poland, the Venetian Republic). At the place where peace
was signed in 1817, a chapel dedicated to the Holy Lady of Peace was erected.
If you are visiting Sremski Karlovci (consider yourself warned that everything else would
be a mistake when you are near it), do not forget to visit the Cathedral Church with its
distinctive green domes, which we own to Zaharije Orfelin, a prominent poet, historian,
copper cutter, enlightener, engraver, calligrapher and writer. It is dedicated to Saint Nicholas
and it keeps valuable frescoes by Paja Jovanovic, as well as the holy relics of Saint Arsenije
Sremac, the second Serbian archbishop.

Branko Radicevic, whose bust stands in front of the school, and his verses about Karlovci are
known by every child in Karlovci.
One detail about Karlovci is shared by history and legend – the Roman emperor Prob
planted vines from southern Italy in this area and since then viticulture has been the
main branch of economy and occupation of the inhabitants of Karlovci. The wine from
Karlovci used to flow through European courts, and today is celebrated every September
at Grozdjebal, manifestation dedicated to wine exclusively. Perhaps the most recognizable
is – bermet, dessert wine from Karlovci traditionally served with round kuglof cake, which
also has its own festival here – Days of kuglof. In addition to this, there are a number of
varieties which have been specially developed for the soil of Fruska Gora and the manner
of production. It is the white wine neoplanta (the old name of Novi Sad), red probus and
another white wine – sila. Ruzica is also known, and with Riesling from Karlovci you can
never go wrong.
The dry cake komisbrot goes best with wine, as well as the famous poppy strudel.
This small town is also known for having vineries in every corner. Literally. Simple, mostly
handwritten sign: Wine and an arrow toward some typical house – it is often a magical map
for a divine world of domestic, traditional wine. Be curious, look through such gates and
meet simple hosts whose taste and knowledge are so refined that they would be envied by
the greatest French oenologists!
Direct the walk through this idyllic little town a bit more towards cultural buildings of
Karlovci for they exude baroque and neoclassical style so that they are a feast for eyes.
Those are the Stefaneum, the Palace of National Funds, the Magistrate, in which today there
is the centre of the municipality, the homes of baron Rajacic (Ilion castle) and of Dragomir
Popovic.
Be sure to finish the tour by the fountain Four Lions, for which legend says that it will
reward every traveller who drinks water from it by returning to Sremski Karlovci. But next
time it will for a wedding of great love.
For it is not said without reason that wine is liquid love.
Cheers!

Let us mention another place of worship that you must visit and then focus our attention to
the fun that is not lacking in this eternal town of wine!
The Roman Catholic Church dedicated to the Holy Trinity from 1768 is a special jewel of this
peaceful little town where various faiths and nations live together in harmony. Pay attention
to the baroque door in the woodcut behind which the oldest organ in Vojvodina is kept.

Four Lions Fountain
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When it comes to breath-taking buildings, we also recommend the high school, perhaps the
most beautiful in this region, whose beauty the very young students themselves respect so
much that on it you cannot find any graffiti! Its most famous and most emotional student is
certainly the well-known poet
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ZEMUN / FOREVER ITS OWN, ON THE DANUBE SHORE

Zemun has become the mythical place of my life and my prose and every possibility to find
myself in it, even only in the world of dreams, is a wonderful opportunity to renew myself in
Zamun and, of course, Zemun in me.
David Albahari, writer
Zemun’s exceptional position, erected on a pier above the river and thus secured from
floods, attracted even the prehistoric man. Traces of the oldest settlement date from the
period around 4500 BC, and people from that age lived in country caves (zemunica), pits
which protected them from both weather and animals. All Neolithic cultures lived on this
area, then the culture of Baden, also known because copper was used then for the first time,
then the culture of Vucedol etc.
The first name which this Belgrade municipality remembers is Taurunum – a Roman
settlement in Lower Pannonia, predominantly located on Gardoski breg, from which eyes
have always been rewarded by the look on the mighty Danube. It was formed on the
ancient Celtic fortress. Taurunum is the germ which gave birth to the Zemun of today, and
memories of this settlement are preserved by numerous archeological remains, including
the foundations of the Danube Fleet fortification, monuments, coins and reliefs.
Taurunum disappeared in the turmoil of peoples’ migrations, and on its place slowly
appeared Slovenian settlement, which opened a new epoch of this locality.
Due to the wide expanses of earth with which it abounded, Zemun soon gets a new name,
which in somewhat changed form has remained until today – Zemlin, the earthen town.
This Belgrade municipality is a great unknown to historians. There are not many written or
other material traces about it, so that our imagination is free to, when encountering Zemun,
create stories and fill chronological gaps with which history selflessly gifted us.

a natural fish reserve, as well as the habitat for as many as 196 species of birds, of which 114
species are protected!
What man has contributed to the harmony of nature and human settlement can be seen
in the City Zemun Park, in which can be seen an unusual Roman sarcophagus, as well as
avenue which is over 150 years old. The old core of Zemun offers the old-fashioned charm of
almost unchanged city architecture of Austro-Hungarian influence, while the quay along the
Danube contains the most important points for all hedonists.
Along the landscaped waterfront, by which walk is sheer enjoyment, there are a number
of modern, but also old restaurants in which fish specialties are of the same quality as
before some hundred years. Live music, eternal bohemians of Zemun and sumptuous
wine lists – will satisfy even the most choosey people, those of exquisite taste. Our warm
recommendation is to order a drunk carp in one of the old restaurants of Zemun, with its
emblematic name – Carp!
After the fresh river fish, walking through the streets of Zemun will be made beautiful by
the Church of the Virgin, the Millennium Tower, the Evangelical Church, the unusual building
of the Air Force Command, the houses of the Karamat family, Rosandic, Dr. Sava Nedeljkovic,
Icko’s house, then the House with a sundial, the Old Captain’s House, in which today there
are exhibitions, as well as many churches, authentic cottages, original and preserved
cobblestone on which moonlight and the light of street lamps spill and blend.
However, what has adorned Zemun for centuries and what makes it special and recognizable
- certainly are the residents of Zemun, who are strolling around their beloved city (many of
them completely ignore the merging of Zemun with other Belgrade municipalities - for them
Zemun has always been an independent and unique city) and don’t get bored. You can feel
their open, cheerful, sometimes noisy nature at every turn. However, you can hardly find
better and prouder hosts to whom the Danube flows through veins.

At the first encounter with Zemun, near the magnificent mouth of the rivers, where Sava
becomes the Danube – the sight of its shores takes the visitor’s breath away, including the
sight of the unexpectedly playful terrain, above which Old Zemun arises with Fortress and
beautiful Gardoska Tower, and just a few metres away its shores collapse into the river,
carrying Pregrevica with houses which most certainly have the most beautiful view in
Belgrade.
What is the Eiffel Tower for Paris – for Zemun is certainly the Gardos Tower, also called the
Tower of Sibinjanin Janko. The construction of the tower was completed in 1896, when
a ceremony was held in all churches of Zemun. Throughout history, the tower has been
a symbol of power, an observation post and lookout, and today it is in the service of art,
culture and of course – tourism. On Gardos there is also the oldest preserved Orthodox
church in the town – Saint Nicholas Church, built around 1745.
Nature was generous to Zemun, and the remnants of that love story can still be seen in the
gifts with which it showered Zemun. The Great War Island at the very river mouth and Lido
Beach are just some of the natural curiosities that adorn Zemun. Experts agree that the
island was created by sedimentation due to the slowdown of the Danube, and we add that
even this long river, which sees many wonders on its path, did not resist to slow down and
enjoy the view of the tame Zemun, embracing it and gifting it. The rest of nature could not
resist that enchanting view either, which is supported by the fact that the Great War Island is
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SMEDEREVO / THE STONY AND DELICATE SOUL OF THE BALKAN PHOENIX

Eagle was flying over the town of Smederevo.
Nobody wanted to speak to it, but the duke Janko spoke from the dungeon:
“I pray to you, eagle, come a bit lower
To speak to you:
By God you are their brother
Come to the Smederevo [gentlemen] to pray
To the famous despot to free me from the dungeon of Smederevo; and if God helps him and
famous despot lets It from the dungeon of Smederevo I will let you drink
The red blood of Turks, the white body of knights.“

This last Serbian court is visited by over 75,000 people a year.

The first ever written folk song, written by Rodjeri de Pacienca, on 1 June 1497

The explosion that then destroyed Smederevo was triggered by ammunition transported
by occupiers by rail and stored in the fort. On that occasion, more than 3,000 people were
killed and the whole city was destroyed and partly buried.

Smederevo is conveniently located on the banks of the Danube, in a gentle and somewhat
hilly vineyard area. The Roman settlement that once adorned this shoreline of mighty blue
giant was called Mons Aureus and the records of it date from in the III century.

Yet the invincible spirit of this city did not allow it to remain under ruins. Smederevo has
been completely restored, with the effort and love of its inhabitants, and today it is known
for its beauty, rich history, and also cheerful events such as the Smederevo Autumn, the
wine and grape festival, which has been held on Kej kralja Milana since 1888!

This, as the Romans called it - Golden Hill emerged in a strategically significant place.
In ancient times, it marked and guarded the border of the Roman Empire, and later the
Constantinople Road - one of the most important roads in the Middle Ages in the Balkans,
connecting Belgrade and Istanbul, would pass right next to it. The very name of Smederevo
was first mentioned in that form in 1019 in the charter of Emperor Vasilije II, when one of
the dioceses of the newly created Archdiocese of Ohrid was established here.
However, Smederevo got his great chance to be written in golden letters in Serbian history
at the beginning of the XV century, when the Serbian despot Djuradj Brankovic made it the
last medieval capital of Serbia with the withdrawal of the Serbian state to the north before
the Turkish invasions.

Smederevo Fortress

The fortress itself was built in an incredibly short time, in just two years, with the great
efforts of a weakened Serbian despotate and even greater anger of the people. The
accidents that followed during the construction process inspired people to look for the
culprit in a despot party, the Greek princess Irina Kantakuzen. Outraged people called her
Damn Jerina, which is immortalized in folk tradition. However, today this magnificent and
recently completely restored fortress represents one of the largest medieval fortresses
in Europe and the ultimate reach of the Serbian military architectural skill of the time.
Let’s just say that for the Small town of this fortress, the despot allocated as many as
11,000 gold ducats only for stained glass made of real murano glass! It was modelled after
Constantinople and its ramparts, and was forever rewarded with a beautiful view of the
mouth of the river Jazava into the Danube.
Perhaps the most significant detail of this fortress is certainly the tower on which there
is a brick-built cross and a large inscription that testifies to the year of construction. Signs
like this are extremely rare and can only be found in the territory of the former Byzantium,
which makes this whole complex even more attractive to visitors.
The inscription in the original reads: In Christ the Faithful despot Gurg, the lord of Serbia and
the Sea of Zeta; this city was built on his command in the year 6938 (1430).
You should definitely visit the Donjon Tower, the last retreat and defence of the city, the
throne room, one of the most representative examples of our medieval architecture, as well
as despot living rooms and receptions with famous bifora (carved windows), which look out
onto the Danube forever.
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Unfortunately, in 1459 nothing good happened to this Danube beauty. It was conquered and
completely destroyed by the Turks, but it still did not wait long for reconstruction. Namely,
the Turks were also aware of the importance of this fortress, and they quickly regained its
former splendour and even upgraded it.
However, this was not the last destruction of the Smederevo fort. On 5 June 1941, this city
experienced a real catastrophe of such magnitude that its resurrection could be considered
a feat of Phoenix rising from the ashes.

During this event, the inhabitants of Smederevo and the residents of the surrounding
villages exhibit local produce in wooden cottages built of authentic barrels (hundreds
of years old). This is the Wine City where the best wines from the Smederevo region are
exhibited throughout the year, the most famous of which is called Smederevka, but how
else? Smederevka is made from an indigenous grape variety.
That the wine always goes hand in hand with art, is also confirmed by the Fortress Theatre, a
festival of theatres that was very well received on the ground of Smederevo.
And if you are one of those people who feel best walking around its streets and alleys, do
not miss to look up on the former Main Street, the tower awaits you, otherwise the first
embassy in Serbia! Despot allowed Dubrovnik citizens autonomy, hence the embassy.
Of course, culture is not far behind the entertainment either. The downtown museum offers
paleontological, archaeological, numismatic, historical and ethnological collections, and
under its auspices is the Gallery of Contemporary Art. Well, whoever loves it - there it is!
The square is also home to the Karadjordje mulberry, about 300 years old, under which on 8
November 1805, Karadjordje leader received the keys of the Smederevo fortress from the
Turkish commander of the city - marking the liberation of Smederevo from Turkish rule.
In order to take a break from the interesting but numerous historical information, we
suggest that you have fun at King Peter Street, eternally vibrant and full of beautiful cafes
and gardens. And to really get a feel for Smederevo, don’t miss out on some of its famous
specialties - the old-fashioned popara, baked potato salad, young vine leaves moussaka,
zucchini in a mould, chicken meat paca, Smederevo strudel and grape strudel.
And as you sail the beautiful blue Danube, open four eyes in the vicinity of Smederevo and
you might see the famous Kemza - a being from the imagination and legend of this area,
which, as the old people say, can only be seen by fishermen. According to one, Kemza is like
a catfish, covered with silt and grass, and according to others, it is more like a human, but
with claws and long tail. The only common thing is the moss with which it is covered. Ah, yes,
and that no one ever painted it. So here is one challenge for all adventurers!
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VELIKO GRADISTE / THE GOLDEN FLEECE OF THE DANUBE SPIRIT

When I am playing the volin – it`s like I am embracing a girl!
Vlastimir Pavlovic Carevac, the most famous inhabitant of V. Gradiste, violinist and
composer, the founder of the National Orchestra of Radio Belgrade
Where the Carpathian Mountains and the Homolje Mountains touch the Iron Gates, in the
eternal embrace of the mighty Danube and the gold-bearing Pek, appeared Veliko Gradiste,
also known as the Djerdap Lobby.

For visitors, Veliko Gradiste is much more than the historically significant area of our
country. It is also a series of charming streets with many hidden flower gardens and
famous balconies at the look of which every aesthetic would sigh with pleasure, it is a wide
Danube quay, wooded White acacia, the cheerful spirit of its inhabitants, as well as the
calm stretched sunny afternoon when only birds are heard. It is famous for its colourful
market where there is “all you can think of”, but also for the Carevac’s monument erected
by the locals grateful for every preserved note of traditional Serbian music. This city is the
birthplace of Zanka Stokic, the first heroine of Serbian theatre, as well as Milica Jankovic, a
famous writer.

One variant of the famous legend of the Golden Fleece is bound to this area. Specifically,
it has been reported that the ancient Argonauts with the famous Jason, sailing down the
Danube in search of a golden fleece, have passed by Ram, to stop at a spot where the
blueness of this river mixes with Homolje gold. The beauty of the scene so enchanted the
whole crew of these adventurers - that they paused. The Danube nymphs used that moment
to lure and enchant them. And right here, at the mouth of the Pek, legend has it that the
Argonauts came to their destination, a mythical fleece of golden-maned, winged ram!

Do not miss the city centre walk so as not to bypass the beautiful Zitni Square with the
former Municipality of the County (municipal building), a library that houses a permanent
exhibition of sculptures by Milan Besarabic, a church and an old high school building.

The Romans, who built the settlement-fortress Pinkum (named after the Pincus River, today
called Pek), an important habitat on the imperial road, did not resist this sandy promontory.
Soon Pinkum became a trade and craft centre, but also a significant river port. In the III
century, at the height of the power of this city, the Roman emperor Hadrian awarded it with
a special license to forge its own money, which was a great honour at the time, but also a
testament to the importance of a settlement.

As a centre of commerce, Veliko Gradiste has always been a place where newcomers and
those leaving alternate. Mostly workers. And of course, the old rule is: where the workers
are, there are cafes! That is why Gradiste has become famous over time for good fun and
even better cuisine!

Development was slowed by the Huns and Avars, who used the weakening empire to
penetrate and take away Pinkum’s independence. Until the creation of the Serbian
despotate in this region, various peoples and invading armies lived here.
The town was first mentioned in the Ravanica Charter of 1381, by which Prince Lazar left to
the monastery of Ravanica 13 villages in Pek, among which was Gradiste.
After the arrival and departure of the Turks, the city began to blossom again. Milos
Obrenovic assigned it a significant role in trade, and together with Ram it became a large
port from which cattle were exported to other parts of Europe.

From the town to Silver Lake you will be led by a beautiful paved promenade to get you as
comfortable as possible to the place where clear water of silver surface, aqua park, beach,
cafes and restaurants await you.

An unavoidable bean is a gradistanac, which can grow only here. The event Pasuljijada is
dedicated to it at the end of August, so if you are sailing nearby, stop by for a hot plate. If
you’re a little pickier, don’t worry. The Danube has made sure that none of the town’s guests
are hungry. It will bring before you, and you will not resist, its old city specialty: pike in a
marinade and fish salad. It will also offer sarmice and vine leaves moussaka, so don’t hesitate.
And to help you withstand this invasion of flavours, the hosts will also present a typical
medenica, a brandy with a discreet scent and a beneficial, pleasant taste, before each meal.
Of course, complete each meal with one of the songs that Carevac has torn away from
oblivion, and which sings about some old time!

The unstoppable progress led to the former town being among the first cities in Serbia
to receive a telegraph, a post office, a steamboat station and a customs house. The trade
also led to other amenities that resourceful locals knew how to use. Namely, the more
prominent (read: richer) townspeople roamed the European centres of the time, especially
Vienna and Pest - from which they brought to their hometown strong cultural influences
and the latest tendencies. As a result, the urban map of Veliko Gradiste changed drastically
during the XIX century, with the registration of high school, hospital, library and pharmacy.
Nothing out of the ordinary, you will think. But keep in mind that at the time, the existence
of these institutions raised the importance of the city to the level of European capitals!
However, this was not enough for ambitious inhabitants of Gradiste, and in 1913, among the
first in Serbia, the first electric light bulb from a hydroelectric power plant erected on the
Pek River shone.
Ram Fortress
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From that time, Stara carsija with a number of buildings was preserved. All of them feature
lavish façade decorations worthy of the refined European taste of their owners. Today Stara
carsija is an ambient cultural and historical entity, proclaimed a cultural monument.
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GOLUBAC / THE FRIENDSHIP BETWEEN WATER AND STONE GIANT

I sailed in white ships
through sees and many rivers
but the Iron Gates
and the Danube shores
are left in my heart…
Dragan Tokovic and Zoran Gajic, I Grew by the Danube (Rastao sam pored Dunava)
Where the embrace of the Danube is the widest, at the very entrance to the strait of the
cracked Carpathians, the coast is engulfed by the largest gorge in Europe, the Iron Gates
- and in it defiantly stands the Golubac Fortress on the rock. Formed on the remains of an
ancient Roman fort, the city of Golubac defies centuries and lords, stubbornly keeping its
secret about its origin and name.
It is speculated that Golubac dates from the XIV century, and the merits of his skilful
unknown builders are forever elusive. The only thing we can be sure of is that the builder of
the Upper Town (Gornji grad) was certainly of the Orthodox faith, that is, a Serbian landlord.
This can be inferred from the remains of a small chapel within the fourth tower of this fort.
The fort was first mentioned in Hungarian chronicles from 1335, 1337 and 1342.
It is built in the shape of a fan and consists of three parts: front, back and upper city, with a
citadel. In total there are ten towers and two large gates. In front of the fort, the remains
of a civilian settlement testify to the close relationship of all inhabitants of this ancient
settlement and fort.
Golubac was a part of Lazar’s state, and after the battle of Kosovo, this beautiful fortress
fell into the hands of the Turks, before whom it failed to hide its significance and charms that is why there issued a bloody fight with the Austro-Hungarians over domination over it.

Golubac Fortress

When the Austro-Hungarians won, despot Stefan (as a Hungarian vassal), was given control of
Golubac, provided that after his death, this town, along with Belgrade, was submitted to the
Hungarian authorities. Under unexplained circumstances and for unknown reasons, after Stefan’s
death, the commander of the city, Jeremija, however, hands it over to the Turks. Or rather, sells.
The story of an unusually brave Polish knight begins right then, with Jeremija’s betrayal, in
stony Golubac.
The deceived Hungarian King Zigmund decides not to give up just like that this strategically
important fortification. More importantly, he is determined to drive the dangerous enemy
off his doorstep. The King builds the fortress Lasovar on the left bank of the Danube, right
opposite Golubac.
The fort served as the base of the mighty army that Zigmund had assembled. Among the
soldiers were Polish knights led by the famous Zavis the Black (Zavis Crni), who was named
for his extremely black thick hair and dark complexion. Knight Black is known as the winner
of many knights’ tournaments and he proved in Golubac that he did not lack courage, laying
down his life as a pledge to that claim.
Although the Hungarian army experienced a complete debacle under Murat and the king
himself withdrew and repeatedly called on Zavisha to leave the battlefield and save himself the Black Knight continued to attack the Turks, killing many in that futile but sublime march.
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Unfortunately, it was the stone of Golubac that last heard his war cry. The Turks captured
him, cut off his head and sent it to Constantinople, and the blue Danube carried on the story
of a hero who is rarely born and dies honourably - as he lived.
For the next several centuries, Golubac flourished under the Turks and is mentioned in the annals
as an advanced city. The Serbs managed to get hold of it during the Second Serbian Uprising,
however, they only got it under control in 1868, when it was handed over to Prince Mihailo.
The magnificence of the fortress is reflected in its position on a steep rock, on which the
beautiful and powerful towers are strategically located. They are all in the shape of a
quadrangle except for the Dojon Tower (the strongest tower in the fort, the site of the last
defence), which is called the Hat Tower (Sesir kula) due to its cylindrical shape.
The most beautiful view of the fort is certainly from the water, and the combination of
winds that rule this gorge makes it a true paradise for sailboats, which you can always see
white on the smooth surface of the widest part of the Danube (even 6 km).
Like the fortress itself, the Danube entices sighs and captivates with its power and beauty.
Just near Golubac, the Danube reaches its greatest width in its course - as much as six and
a half kilometres - and is called the Djerdap Lake, and it narrows sharply to several hundred
metres from the Golubac Fortress.
Here is also the Djerdap National Park, which occupies more than half of the territory of
Golubac municipality. There are four nature reserves at your disposal: Golubacki grad,
Bojana, Bosman-Sokolovac and Tatarski vis. Charge your phone or camera because you won’t
get better and nicer photos anywhere. Even if you do it randomly, the images are breathtaking. Because nature is there like that, even more magical!
The wonders of nature do not end there. At the Djerdap Gorge (also called the Iron Gates),
the Danube has penetrated the Carpathian Mountains for 90 kilometres! And you will come
across a number of lookouts that offer an indescribable view of the blue giant. Some of
them are Okmejdan, Rapanis, Salcn, Venac and Lozana. Surrender to the view, nature
and the mysteries of history wandering the area. Listen and you may hear the song of the
beautiful Golubana according to which, as one of many legends says, the fort bears its name.
Note also the wild pigeons nesting around the fort, magical waterfalls, walking trails and
greenery - all of which make the eyes rest.
When you feel it is time to have a snack, get ready for the difficult choices. Because Golubac
is known for three things: fortress, nature and food!
Fresh Danube fish is a must on the table - fish chips are an irreplaceable starter (small fried
catfish pieces). Continue with hot fish soup, try some pike salad, fish pate and, of course,
fried and roasted fish in a handful of ways!
If river specialties do not open your appetite, do not worry. There will certainly be something
for you here! Stew and mixed beans are just some of the famous dishes of Golubac, and when
you’re there, don’t even accidentally sail away until you try the grilled Vlach cheese!
When it’s time for dessert, prepare for pure magic - a pumpkin filled with honey and dried
fruit. At the very first bite you can make the fort come to life, as if there were soldiers and
princesses who also enjoyed this specialty.
We won’t tell you anything about the people of the place on this occasion, it’s a nice surprise!
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DONJI MILANOVAC / THE CRADLE OF HUMAN CULTURE

Nobody even suspected that this place, located in the pathless Djerdap, used to be the centre
of one of the most complex and most shining cultures of prehistory
Dragoslav Srejovic, archeologist, cultural anthropologist, university professor and academic
about the surroundings of Donji Milanovac
In the heart of Djerdap National Park is a tame town with a turbulent and almost incredible
history. Namely, the Donji Milanovac that we see today as we glide along the Danube is only
45 years old (or rather young).
Throughout its long history it has moved three times! For the first time in the seventeenth
century, the fishing village of Banja moved ten kilometres upstream to the island of
Porec - in fear of a Turkish invasion that brought nothing but destruction to the humble
villagers who only wanted to enjoy the Danube alone, from which they lived. Due to fear of
flooding, in 1830 this town was again moved a few kilometres downstream, at the mouth
of Oreskovica into the Danube. The last relocation of the nomadic city, already largely
accustomed to moving, was in 1971, when it was covered by the waves of the Lake Djerdap
created by the construction of the Djerdap Hydroelectric Power Station 1.
In order not to be lonely in these campaigns, the Church of St. Nicholas made sure to
follow this place in its footsteps! It was again erected by Captain Misa Anastasijevic in
another location in 1840. A new church was erected in present-day Milanovac, and was
decorated with valuable objects and remains of mural paintings from previous lives: a
gospel with enamel shackles, a silver ring cross from 1830, a smaller gospel, silver chalice
and four valuable icons from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. About 80 percent
of the interior of the second church has been preserved and moved to the new church, and
certainly the most significant altar is the one with 40 icons, which was made in gilding of
Russian-Ukrainian gold.
Otherwise, besides curiosities about moving, this small town has a much more powerful
history - one that made it into the annals of World Heritage.
Upstream of Donji Milanovac, on the Danube terrace, lies the archaeological site Lepenski
vir, of inestimable value for drawing cubes in a large mosaic of early human development.
Neolithic settlement is about 8,500 years old! It is the oldest testimony of the Danube
prehistoric community of fishermen and hunters, whose members then adopted an
agricultural livestock lifestyle. The settlement was abandoned in 4500 BC and they left us
their homes, workshops and 54 stone sculptures representing their deities. All of the figures
on the sculptures are fishermen, indicating the huge impact the Danube has had on this
community.

Milan was the firstborn son of the Crown Prince who died early. He left his project - the first
planned town - according to all rules of the profession and a detailed regulatory plan, to the
duke of Porec Stefan Stefanovic Tenka.
Proud of the newly built city, the prince’s immense sadness for his son was slightly mitigated
by naming it exactly after him - to live eternally on the pride of his father.
Today, Donji Milanovac is known as the city of 100,000 roses, and in their scent and colours
you can enjoy from a garden of authentic cafes and restaurants, as well as in the stroll
through the city, and get to know the carefully decorated and cared for yards. During the
walk, pay attention to city sights such as the 1856 District Council Building, Holy Trinity
Church - the endowment of Prince Milos Obrenovic, as well as the Peace Hill Memorial Park.
The town beach is also one of the main symbols of Donji Milanovac. It is located at the
entrance to the city on the west side and is almost a hundred metres long. Like the rest of
this first planned town, the beach is nicely decorated - sandy, with antique wooden parasols.
From June to September there is no better place to escape from the heat, and the pleasant
water temperature during this period guarantees perfect bathing and refreshment.
And when it comes to food, you will forget about Lepence as well, the church that migrated
three times, the first urban plan in Serbia, and even about roses.
Because then the famous white kacamak, grilled or fried cheeses, but also the legendary
Djerdap beluga, as well as other river fish specialties, come on the scene.
Summer is the time when most Alaskan evenings, famous fish stew competitions, take place
in this area.
Although the menus at the surrounding restaurants are full of pike, catfish, sturgeon and
other fish - the story of Djerdap fishing always goes back to the legendary beluga, whose
caviar is far-famed. Its habitats are in the Caspian Sea, the Black and Azov Seas, and it is
found in the eastern parts of the Mediterranean Sea and in its basin.
At the time of the spawning they reach even Vienna through the Danube, but Djerdap
is a natural habitat for them. Wise fish, as soon as they chose this piece of paradise for
their home. Do not miss to visit it, and the kind hosts will entice you in their own way and
introduce you to fantastic stories of this region, in which history, imagination and specific
spirit of the people of Djerdap are intertwined!

In addition to this discovery, the prehistory of our territory is also entered by the Mining
Head, a nearby mine with one of the oldest copper processing workshops. The mine has
been actively used since 5000 BC! Just imagine that long history of inhabiting this beautiful
landscape, listen for a bit and look better - you’ll see millennia whisper something to you
and draw maps in your imagination!
The name by which we know today Donji Milanovac (formerly Porec) is owed to the sad
family story of Prince Milan Obrenovic.
Lepenski Vir
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KLADOVO / CULTURAL ECLECTICISM IN THE PARADISE OF NATURE

Тhere faraway, faraway from the sea,
Тhere is my village, there is Serbia…
Djordje Marinkovic, soldier and composer, born in Kladovo
The first and basic thing about Kladovo is to get to know his people - the essence of
the nature and spirit of this region. The best description of the locals of Kladovo and its
surroundings lies precisely in the record of the famous Josif Pancic, who in 1868 identified
and described an indigenous plant that closely resembles the people who inhabit this
region.

Many of the buildings within the fort tell us how life was organized there, and it is interesting
to visit the remains of gunpowder magazine, lagum, hamam, mosque or warehouse. In
addition, there are the remains of powerful, solidly built plumbing, wells and canals for water
supply to the city and fort, which can still be seen in the nearby hinterland today.
Kladovo has one particularly unusual and important historical landmark. Four kilometres
from this city, below the Djerdap highway, stands the Trajan board, accessible only from the
river. It was set in 100 BC when the road was carved into the steep cliffs of the right bank
of the Danube and when the famous Apolodor built the Traian Bridge, the remains of which
await curious visitors to admire it.
Trajan’s board reminds us of the glorious days with its text which reads:

It is Stachys chrysophaea, typus Kladovo, and as Pancic himself says: “The plant is very
variable in its clothes, length of leaves, flower size ... It is characterized by versatility, variety,
stoutness and persistence. Just like the inhabitants of Kladovo! “

EMPEROR CEZAR, DIVINE NERVA’S SON, NERVA, TRAJAN AUGUST GERMANIK, HIGH PRIEST,
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE PEOPLE FOR THE FOURTH TIME, CONQUERING MOUNTAIN AND
DANUBE ROCKS, BUILT THIS ROAD.

All of these features have been reflected in the history of the Kladovo, and even today, this
city offers a specific atmosphere that it mostly owes to its people (from thousands of sides)
and breathtaking nature! Until you set foot in Kladovo, everything is just a story - one has to
come, see it, feel it and fall in love with it!

Numerous islands which are located near Kladovo are also indicative of the fact that nature
was profuse in this area. Ogradina, Crkviste, Konak, Pupaza, Great Island – are just some of
the names of these beautiful sprouts of land on the eternally blue Danube.

Their beloved city first arose at the entrance to modern Kladovo. As it was a fortified city in
earlier centuries, the remains can still be seen on the right bank of the Danube, across from
Romania’s Skela Kladovei. Of course, as in this whole area, there are relics of prehistoric
habitat in the vicinity of Kladovo. As a memento of the first man who enjoyed the magic of
nature here, in which we still indulge in this part of Djerdap - we are left with flint knives
that we associate with the penetration of culture from the southern steppes of Russia.

Legend has it that in this area of wine-growers and fishermen the river used to be made
up of two thirds of water and one third of fish. Therefore, it is not surprising that the smell
of fish stew or baked and fried fish is spread throughout Kladovo! This city is known for
its monsters - sturgeon and beluga. Many years ago, one Russian found himself in such
a prosperous region. That Vinogradarov, as he was called, taught residents how to make
the finest caviar that Kladovo is still widely known for. In the 1990s, up to three tonnes of
Djerdap fish eggs were exported!

The first settlement, that is, a military camp, arose during the Roman times and was named
Zanes. The Slavs erected the settlement of Novi grad on the remains of that camp, and the
town loses the last remnants of the Slovenian character with the arrival of the Turks and the
construction of their fortress Fetislam in the XII century.

For your enjoyment, choose one of the many taverns that preserve the cheerful spirit of the
inhabitants of this area, settle down comfortably and order a smoked silver carp, fish from
the group of carp, with silver flanks and dark gray back.

Kladovo has been under Serbian rule since 1833, and has enjoyed a reputation of being a
multicultural community ever since. Namely, here we find the inhabitants of Serbian, Vlach,
Aromanian, Gipsy, Bulgarian, Montenegrin, as well as pre-Christian cultural heritage. Of
course, such a mix has resulted in a colourful and playful local culture. Just like history.

Close your eyes at the first bite and you will feel the spirit of Kladovo tickling you gently in
your chest. Because apart from the many puzzles that this region hides, the biggest one is
how to accurately describe the beauty and charm of Kladovo.
It must be felt by the soul.

No wonder it has always been visited with pleasure and it has included in the history of its
hospitality Princess Oliver, the daughter of Lazar Hrebeljanovic, Hans Christian Andersen,
the famous fairy-tale writer, Ivo Andric, our great writer and Nobel laureate, and also Josip
Broz Tito!
Apart from the enchanting and gentle nature, one of the most important places in Kladovo
to visit is the fort Fetislam. Of course, Djerdap would not be Djerdap if it did not set us
puzzles to which answers we must find in our imagination. Namely, this fortress hides such
a small mystery. In it was found an extremely unusual and mysterious figure of the ancient
god Dagon, with a sun-shaped head and a fish scale-covered body. Where it came from, how
old it was, what it served for - are questions of curiosity and imagination.
Fetislam
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Tabula Traiana

The fort itself consists of two parts: the Grand and the Small fortifications (Kastel), which
are interconnected.
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